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Neuvěřitelno, a trio of outstanding young Czech musicians, will perform a live soundtrack to the
recently restored version of the silent film An Old Gangster’s Molls / Milenky starého kriminálníka by
Svatopluk Innemann (1927), a comedy starring the famous Czech comedian Vlasta Burian. The band
has performed with the film at various venues and festivals around Europe (Bonn, Warsaw, Pordenone,
etc.) and this is their first ever performance in Luxembourg.

THE FILM - AN OLD
GANGSTER’S MOLLS
or Milenky starého kriminálníka
by Svatopluk Innemann
106 min, Czechoslovakia 1927

The descendant of an impoverished
aristocratic family is to marry his creditor’s
eccentric daughter. He, however, is in love
with another girl, so he convinces his uncle
to take over his courtship duties. He hopes
that his elderly relative will succeed in
dissuading the unwelcome bride, but the
exact opposite happens. As it turns out, the
uncle looks like a certain dreaded gangster,
and the young woman, who loves to box and
is thrilled by fast cars, foresees the
prospect of fame and excitement in
marrying a well-known criminal. Starring
Anny Ondráková and Vlasta Burian, this
silent movie excels in its original slapstick,
especially its mélange of invented murders,
chases, and doppelgänger scenes.

THE BAND - NEUVĚŘITELNO
The band’s name translates as ‘The Unbelievable’
and their music is a mixture of styles such as
rock, jazz, swing, blues, with elements of
traditional folk and classical music. In their
performance, Neuvěřitelno alternate musical
approaches reminiscent of independent NorthAmerican films, as well as of spaghetti westerns
and film noir. Having performed live scores to
numerous films, the band ensures that their
music accentuates the film’s message, is built
around it, respects its soul and lets the images
‘breathe’. Neuvěřitelno use a range of
instruments such as guitar, double bass,

Tickets 10/12€

(presale&CinEast pass / door)

mandolin, drums and kalimba, but also explore
the sounds of voices, percussion and all sorts of
artefacts, some of which belong in the kitchen
rather than to a band of musicians.
Andrea Rottin - guitar, knives, tambourine,
kazoo, voice
Tomáš Majtán - drums, mandolin, kalimba,
glockenspiel, percussions, voice
Jan Procházka - double bass, voice
neuveritelno.wordpress.com concert teaser
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